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Evergreen Insurance Services is part of Surrey Independent
Advisors, who have been providing insurance services for both
individuals and businesses for over 20 years.

However Evergreen is a story about a personal mission and
real passion. 

David Gardiner, the driving force behind Evergreen, has a love
of the natural world and the idea of Evergreen germinated one
day when he took his ideas for the creation of ethical products
to Colin Duxberry and Chris Browne the directors of Surrey 
Independent Advisors, while he was seeking a new management
role in the business. 

He told them about his concept for his brand and they 
immediately bought into the concept.

All three of them wanted to grow a business with transparency,
honesty and integrity. They believe that business should not be
all about the ‘bottom line’ and that they felt that they should do
more.
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Helping others for over 20 years.

Welcome to

Welcome



How it works?

Three easy steps to getting insurance 
and helping the natural world

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Get a quote by calling one of
our advisors on 01376 574 410 or
by requesting a quote from our
enquiry form on our website.

Arrange your insurance with 
Evergreen and get great 
value insurance every time.

We will donate up to 25% of our
income back to a nominated charity
at no extra cost to you.
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How it works

How it works



Year 2
% we donate from our
commissions

2. Your commission
received for your
new policy

1. Your premium
paid for your
chosen product

How it works? 3

Year 1 
% we donate from our
commissions

Year 3+ 
% we donate from
our commissions

How it works

% break down



Award winning insurance 4

Award winning
Insurance
Winners of 'Most Ethical Insurance Provider' at the Global Corporate 
Livewire Awards and the SME Most Ethical Business Award 2020.



Testimonial 5

Lion Conservation & Education Charity

Testimonial
This company deserves all our praise. They are a relatively new and growing company with ethics at its 
heart and a �rm commitment to wildlife conversation. We were chosen as one of their partners which 
means that customers taking out insurance policies with them can choose LionAid as one of their wildlife 
partners to receive a percentage of Evergreen’s commission on the policy that has been taken out.

Like clockwork, every quarter a very welcome cheque pops through our letterbox from Evergreen - our 
share of commissions earned by Evergreen where LionAid was chosen as the bene�ciary charity.

On a personal level, I can also recommend Evergreen, as I have become one of their customers and 
have found them to be very ef�cient and caring in their approach - and providing very competitive 
quotes. And they are on hand to help and support when I've needed to claim.

So another big thank you for the latest cheque and I hope you continue to go from strength to strength. 
We have not come across that many companies who put their money where their mouth is when it 
comes to supporting wildlife conservation. This company does!!!



Our aim is deliver �rst class personal 
service, the right advice on insurance 
needs whilst helping to support our 
natural world. Nature and wildlife needs 
our help, from bugs to bee’s, butter�ies to 
hedgehogs, UK and global species under 
threat such as Lions we want to help, 
every policy arranged through us secures 
another donation to help support.
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Our products
There are a range of different types of insurance that we can offer, 
whether this be personal or commercial insurance.

We offer a range of business insurances such as liability, cafe, of�ce, property, and �eet. 
Please see the range of business insurance we offer on our website.

We also offer personal insurance which can cover you for a number of things for example; 
cars including classic, modi�ed 4x4s, Camper van, Home, Gadgets or Pets. The complete 
range of products can be found on our website.
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Our Partners 8

Evergreen has partnered with a number of nature, wildlife, animal and
conservation charities to assist members and supporters with their insurance 
needs, from home, car, travel, life and pet through to liabilities, motor �eet, 
construction businesses, agriculture, charities, social enterprises, property and 
employee bene�ts.

Our ethos is about giving back and we are delighted to be able to help support 
such fantastic charities all of whom work tirelessly to help protect our natural 
world. So for every policy arranged through Evergreen we make a donation back 
to help support their vital work. We have also partnered with some like-minded 
businesses and are building a network of companies with whom we are working 
with to help raise further donations to our charity partners.

Our partners



What our friends say 9

BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION
We are delighted to be working in partnership with
Evergreen, we feel this is a great way for our supporters to 
be able to raise funds to protect butter�ies, moths and 
the environment, at no extra cost to them. These funds 
can make such a difference, £10 could cover the cost of 
up to 20 caterpillar food plants for some of our most 
threatened butter�ies and moths. Some of our most 
endangered species, like the Heath Fritillary, are showing 
signs of recovery thanks to our work. But there is so much 
more we need to do.

BUGLIFE
Bug life are delighted to team up with Evergreen and will 
be using our donations from policies to help ensure the 
continuation of pollination, a service that is worth over 
half a billion pounds per annum to the UK farming 
economy. Since the Second World War 97%, over 3 million 
hectares (1.5 times the size of Wales) of wild�ower-rich 
grasslands on which pollinators are dependent have 
been lost across the UK. Use your insurance to ensure life 
on earth. Every 20p Bug life receives can buy seed to sow 
a square metre of meadow essential for pollinator 
survival.

CUAN WILDLIFE RESCUE
We are so pleased to be one of the charities that 
evergreen insurance is supporting, it is so hard to raise 
funds these days so any small amount goes a long way! 
it's an amazing idea, insurance is something we all need 
so why not buy it and help the wildlife of our beautiful 
planet at the same time!.

What our friends
have to say...



What we have achieved

Your support has enabled us to make valuable contributions to many great causes.  
To give you an idea of where it goes, here is a sample....

Lionaid for their campaign to end trophy hunting and ban the import of Lion Trophies to 
the UK and EU Countries.

Wiltshire Wildlife Trust to enable the creation and restoration of vital wildlife 
habitats across Wiltshire for wildlife to thrive and people to enjoy.

PlayforStrays to enable to the donation of toys and other items to any no-kill
animal shelter.

Viva! And The Vegetarian Society to run campaigns which highlight those 
companies who are mistreating animals whilst simultaneously
promoting the bene�ts of vegan and vegetarian lifestyles.

Bumblebee Conservation Trust to run projects such as Saving Scotland’s Bumblebees

The donations generated from the policies you take

out with Evergreen go to a range of great causes. 

When you specify the charity you would like to receive

a donation, you may like to know where that money is spent. 

Every charity that we partner with works tirelessly to help

make the natural world a better place.

Achievements

To date, Evergreen has donated tens of thousands of pounds 

to various charities. There are other insurance companies that

give a small percentage of their pro�ts to good causes but will

like to go the extra mile and give up to 25% of our commission

to these incredible charities.
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Where donations go

Amount needed to pay for an antibiotic injection for a sick animal£3
Amount needed to cover the cost of up to caterpillar food plants£5

Amount needed to x-ray an injured animal£10
Amount needed to pay to hand rear a baby hedgehog£20
Amount needed to pay to remove ticks from a hedgehog£60
Amount needed to for overnight winter care for an orphaned hedgehog£100

Price breakdown 
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Get in touch
with us
Make a different choice, make it Evergreen

01376 574 410  |  www.amlogicuk.co.uk  |  info@amlogicuk.co.uk
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